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Pluo
Shower Chair

Pluo is a comfortable, hygienic and modern shower chair.
The seat and backrest are made of soft, comfortable

plastic that is easy to clean. The specific seat height allows
the chair to be driven over most standard toilets. With its

blue and white colours, Pluo also has a contemporary and
refreshing look.

Pluo, model with 24” wheels

Pluo, model with 5” wheels



Technical data

 Measurements in mm and kg. Deviations in sizes and weight (15 mm and 1,5 kg) are possible
  Subject to technical alterations.   Images for illustration purposes only. Certain features may be optional.

Total width   570 mm / 668 mm
Total height 1035 mm
Total length  720 - 785 mm / 910 - 975 mm
Folded width X
Seat width  480 mm
Height armrests 225 mm

Seat height  515 mm
Height backrest  920 mm
Seat depth 450 mm
Weight  9,7 kg / 14 kg
Maximum user weight 150 kg
Additional info

VERMEIREN Group
Vermeirenplein 1-15
B-2920 Kalmthout
Belgium

www.vermeiren.com
info@vermeiren.com

 For more information, contact your local dealer
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 Products designed to suit you

VERMEIREN always strives to come up with the best 
solution available to encompass your personal needs. As 
technology advances, so do we and as such we can offer 
you the most up to date products. This is the result of our 
continuous research and experience since 1957.

Quality guaranteed

Regarding quality, Pluo complies with the highest norms, 
laid down by certifi ed test institutes in most European 
countries.

Lateral support Toilet bucket

Safety bracket Removable gel pads

Backrest in PU Seat in PU

Safety belt Adjustable headrest

Adjustable seat height 
(515 - 605 mm) only for the 

model with 5” wheels

Separate brakes on each of 
the four wheels, only for the 

model with 5” wheels

Options


